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.APPRAISAL OF MS. SUSAN KEEFE'S THESIS: "Baptismal Instruction in the 

Carolingian Period: The MS Evidence" 

Scholars have long recognized the intense interest that the 

ninth century Franks had in matters liturgical, and particularly in 

baptism. That interest expressed itself in liturgical experimentation 

and "rornanization", sermon topics, clerical handbooks, royal and 

episcopal capitula, and elsewhere. Ms. Keefe's thesis contributes to 

the comprehension of the carolingian concern about baptism by identifying 
~~ 

and analyzing fifty-~ of the brief explanatory tracts which were aimed 

at instructing priests about the meaning of the baptismal rites and 

prayers. The existence of such tracts has long been known and many are 

available in published form. However, scholars have accorded them slight 

attention on the grounds (or j_s it more properly stated "on the prejudiced 

assumption"?) that they are repetitive, derivative and unoriginal. 

Ms. Keefe's thesis is the first attempt to study all the tracts, 

published and unpublished, in a systematic manner. As she is aware, such 

a pioneering effort to gather all examples of a neglected genre will 

miss some texts, but that is no fault of the thesis. Ms. Keefe's 

eighty-four page inventory of the fifty-six texts which she identified 

is an excellent piece of work, a testimony to her energy • Indeed, the 

greatest strength of the thesis is the author's familiarity with the 

manuscripts of the baptismal tracts. I do regret, however, that she did 

not choose to provide working editions or simple transcriptions of the 

unedited texts. It is difficult to read about texts which are not 

available for checking allusions to them. 
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A second strength of the thesis lies in the area of methodology. 

The classic way to study these tracts has been to find them in manu

scripts of diverse content and, after a brief description of the 

manuscript (or no description at all for older editions), to concentrate 

on the text in isolation from its context. Ms. Keefe chose to study not 

only the baptismal tracts, but also their manuscript contexts. Her 

assumption was that the texts did not ordinarily circulate in isolation, 

but rather in collections of texts which someone, usually anonymous, 

had put together with a purpose. From a systematic ana~sis of the 

manuscript contexts of her texts, she was able to link them quite 

firmly to the carolingian· reform movements, in particular the efforts 

to raise the intellectual level of the clergy. This was a significant 

finding which Ms. Keefe did not, however, explore as fully as she might. 

We shall probably never know what was said on Sundays in the thousands 

of rural frankish churches. These simple didactic tracts do bring us 

closer to what the priests in those churches knew about baptism and to 

the store of learning upon which they drew to instruct their flocks. 

The third important feature of Ms. Keefe's thesis is its attempt 

to isolate in a systematic way the similarities and differences among 

the tracts. Without such carefully structured comparisons, all discussions 

of originality and significance must remain impressionistic. This well 

conceived effort at comparison was hampered by the fact that, until 

each text has been edited and its sources carefully identified, one 

cannot be sure how the lines of influence flow or whether a unique 

comment is truly "original" or merely a borrowing from an as yet 

unidentified source . The rigor of the comparisons is lessened somewhat 

' 
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by the inevitable shading of categories of comparison into one another. 

How exactly can one distinguish copying from light adaptation? or 

heavy adaptation from mere inspiration? In spite of such reservations, 

I believe that Ms. Keefe's careful comparisons are useful and suggest 

to her interesting observations on the genre. Furthermore, I believe 

that her procedure would be useful to any scholar studying similar 

texts, for example expositions of the Lord's Prayer, the Creed or the 

Mass. 

In my opinion, this thesis is a contribution to our knowledge of 

religious and intellectual life in the carolingian period and should 

be accepted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree 

of Doctor of Philosophy. I do, however, have some criticisms and 

suggestions which I offer in the hope that they will be useful to the 

author as she revises this thesis for publication in some form. 

First, in my experience, graduate students in medieval studies 

are sometimes too concerned with the externalia of learning (footnotes, 

bibliography and the like). In directing them, one must warn them to 

stick to the point and refer to secondary works only when it is necessary. 

Ms. Keefe's concentration on her texts and their manuscripts is very 

sensible, but I felt that she had too much of a good thing. Her thesis 

would have benefited from more attention to the large and often excellent 

body of secondary literature which illuminates facets of carolingian 

liturgical reform, education, popular religion, preaching, intellectual 

renaissance and related topics. In the reading notes which follow, I 

chose two out several such topics where secondary literature would have 

contributed precision and substance to important generalizations. 
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Second, as a consequence of this reluctance to draw upon the riches 

of modern scholarship, there was some difficulty in making the reader 

(or at least this reader)' understand what it meant to discover that 

the baptismal instructions were "caused by Carolingian clerical reform". 

Ms. Keefe's profitable attention to the manuscript contexts of her 

texts was not matched by attention to the human context in which those 

texts we:be created and used. The carolingian intellec~ual/religious 

revival had great aspirations, modest successes and significant failures. 

Notably, in the matter of baptism, Charlemagne utterly failed to impose 

the revival of the late Roman discipline (baptism at Easter/Pentecost, 

elaborate preparation with scrutinia, a "roman" baptismal ordo). Ms. 

Keefe's findings could have illuminated the human struggle for 

religious/intellectual revival in the face of poverty, poor communications, 

deep-rooted custom and rural isolation; to my view, the findings were 

not used to do that. 

Third, scholars often become so absorbed in their subjects that 

they come to love them, a situation which is normal and constructive. 

However, ·there is a concomitant desire to push the subject front and 

center and to exaggerate its importance. Ms. Keefe wished to demonstrate 

that her baptismal instructions were not what scholarship had traditionally 

made of them (derivative, unoriginal), but were in f'aet "original literature". 

I suggest that she has been trapped by a modern category of value (our 

society values originality to an absurd degree---witness scupture from 

excrement or holes in the ground as art). The carolingian intellectuals 

would not have been flattered if they had been told that the baptismal 

instructions were "original". They, in my opinion, intended to transmit 
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a venerable tradition faithfully, while adapting it to new circumstances. 

The adaptations are significant and could throw new light on the 

humbler aspects of Carolingian religious life. I was not convinced, 

however, that the modest variations and adaptations are original in 

any significant sense of that term. Ms. Keefe has found something 

impor tant, but I do not believe that the interpretive category of 

originality is the best one for assessing Carolingian baptismal 

tracts. 

In conclusion, let me reiterate my view that this thesis is a 

demonstration of professional skill, by its familiarity with the 

manuscripts, its methodological concerns and its significant findings. 

It does, in my estimation, need to take fuller account of the 

relevant secondar.y literature on the Carolingian revival. 

I have appended four pages of reading notes. 

R?jpectf;uly submit ted, 

)~'2..-. .., ~, 11 :~/f?·L~ 
J<>seph ' H. Lynch 
Associate Professor of History; and 
Director of the Center for Medieval 
and Renaissance Studies 

9 September 1981 



READING NOTES : 

p. 84 1. 20 

p. 102 1. 2 

p. 108 1.20ff 

p. 111, 1.1 

6. 

Ademar is ordinarily identified as "of Chabannes11 • 

'interrogationes sacerdotalis 1 should be 
'interrogationes sacerdotales(correct also on 
pages 120, 130, 131, 402, )88) 

why are citations to PL editions when there are 
recent critical editi~s? e.g. Defensor, 
Liber scintillarum, ed. H. M. Rochais, Corpus 
Christianorum. Series latina, v. 117 (Turnhout, 1957); 
Pirminius, Dicta de singu1is libris canonicis 
scarapaus, ed. G. Jecker, Beitr~fe zur Geschichte 
des alten Monchtums 13 (1927), 3 -13; Walafrid 
Strabo, De exordiis •••• ,ed. Boretius and Krause, 
~ Capitularia II (Hanover, 1890),474-516. 

11 li 

why do you call the sermon's author Pseudo-Eligius? 
the sermon was judged to be mid-sixth century 
and by Eligius by its editor Bruno Krusch, MGH 
Scri:etores rerum merovingicarum, IV, pp. 751-761 

p. 114 the best guide to the world of Carolingian 
penitentials is now Cyrille Vogel, Les "Libri 

~~nitentiales", Typologie des sources du 
moyen age occidental, fasc. 27 (Turnhout,l978) 

p. 4~l,n.58/59, p.402, n.83 I believe you fluctuate in abbreviating the 
Boretius and Krause edition of the Capitularies, 
sometimes using MGH LL and sometimes MGH Capit •• 
If the references are to the same volume, 

p. 401, n. 

p. 118, 1. 

p. 127 

P• 130 

p. 130 

64 

23-24 

1.3 

1. 8 

~- 9 

choose one consistent reference, preferably the 
second one. I have not recorded all the instances. 

is the word in the manuscript really "incuniam" ? 

should the latin say "Capitulare parisie7'? 

text says "fourteen", but I think I count 16 
on the chart A. 

shouldn 1 t "Martine" be "Martini" ? 

shouldn 1 t text say 11 De remediis vulnerum ; 
Attributed to Caesarius of Arles" ? The 
note (94) should be more definite: the 
attribution is erroneous. 
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p. 163 

p. 169-170 

p. 178 1. 17-18 

P• 180 1.7ff 

the question of what was a "Roman ordo" to 
eighth and ninth century Frankish scholars 
is not simple. The very fact that Michel 
Andrieu was able to edit fifty ordines 
romani, most of which were not "roman" in 
any literal sense underlines the problems. 
In writing about Roman baptismal ordines, 
why did you restrict yourself to Ordo XI? 
Ordines XV, XXVIII, XXVIIIA, XXXB were 
all complete or partial descriptions of 
baptism which somebody in the ninth century 
thought were "Roman". 

these pages present a good exemplum of my 
earlier observation that a fuller command 
and use of secondary literature would 
illuminate the author's findings. The issue 
of the binding force of legislation in the 
Carolingian era is complex and has important 
nuances. See for example F. L. Ganshof, "Charlemagne 
et l'usage de l'ecrit en matiere administr ative," 
Le moyen age 57 (1951), 1-25; A. Dumas,"La 
parole et 1 1 ecriture dans les capitulaires 
carolingiens," Melanges d'histoire du 
moyen agC dedies i la memoire ~ LoUis 
Halphen Paris, 1951), 209-216; or Reinhard 
Schneider, "Schriftlichkeit und MUndlichkeit 
im Bereich der Kapitularien," Recht und 
Schrift im Mittelalter, ed. P. Classeil 
(Sigmaringen, 1977), 257-279. 

shouldn't dates of surviving texts be reversed, 
i.e., Vat. Reg. lat. 316• eighth century 
and grgg Romanus xi earliest surviving text•ninth 
century. 

this discussion of the scrutinia and of the 
relationships between the ordo xi and the 
Reginensis could have benefited from reference 
to appropriate secondary material (Dondeyne, 
Andrieu, et ~.)Without footnotes, it is 
difficult to tell where the author's information 
is coming from on such complex questions. 



p. 229 

p. 240 

p. 308 

p. 328 

p. 339, 

p. 383 

1. 20 

1. 24ff 

1. 12 

1. 20ff 

1. 8 

1. 16ff 

8. 

"The ordo described by John the Deacon 
is a Gallicanized rite of baptism". This 
is a noteworthy statement, since the Letter 
of John to Senarius has been a foundation-stone 
of every study of the Roman baptismal liturgy. 
You should ~e up your mind about the letter. 
On page 229'you cast doubt on its date (6th 
century) and on its character (Roman); on page 
241 you cite it as sixth century and, by 
association with Ordo xi, as Roman; and on 
page 409, note 62, you also cite it as sixth 
century. In the face of the fact that this 
document seems to fit your definition of 
a "gallicanized" ordo, I suggest that you 
reexamine your category (" gallicanized" ) 
to see if it is useful or accurate. There was 
probably far more diversity in baptismal 
rites than your dichotomy Roman/Gallican 
allows. 

since at least the time of Hippolytus, the 
Roman liturgy had designated as "electi11 

those who were called 11 competentes" in all 
other liturgies using Latin. The fact that 
Ordo xi uses ~~tentes/electos inter
changeably is an assimilation to the widespread 
non-roman usage. 

vary=very 

"In the case of the baptismal literature, 
its variety both in terms of structure and 
its explahations of the rite can be explained 
by local influence •••• " If this is true, 
I would certainly like to see more such 
explanations. 

on the Homily of Ps. Augustine, see E. Dekkers, 
Clavis patrum latinorum, 2nd ed. Sacris Erudiri 
III(l961), # 222, p.S6, where the text is 
attributed to a late 6th c. north italian bjshop 

text is hyperbolic and vague. How often was 
baptismal instruction included in manuscripts 
with reform ca:pitularies (whatever a "reform" 
capitulary ' is)? 



p. 38.5 1. 9ff 

9. 

you don 1 t mean to imply that Carolingian 
concern with the baptismal liturgy began 
with Charlemagne's circular letter of 813? 
Charles' father Pepin had been aoncerned 
and Charles took measures long before 813 
to promote a "Roman" li tur~ includ.ing 
baptism (see C. Vogel,"La reforme liturgique 
sous Charlemagne," Karl der Grosse. Lebens
werk und Nachleben II. Das geistige Leben 

(DUsseldorf,l965), 217-232. 
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Thesis appraisal: 

BAP'l'IJf~/\L IH3'fHUCTION IN 'fHB CiUWLINGI1tN }' l!:HIOD; 

TH~ MS. EVI0ENCE by ~usan Ann Keefe. 

In her study of baptismal instruction, Susan Keefe has chosen to set aside 

larger and more general treatiueu of u few well known authors of tl1e 

period, concentrating her analysis on a surprisingly large number of 

minor treatises. The information they yield is used to provide a 

cogent interpret =ttion of the purposes, modes and effectiveness of the 

Carolingian reforms. Thus this diosertation finds a place within an 

important development in contemporary scholarship and makes a considerable 

contribution to that process. 

The candidNte has set reasonable limits to her study. Jhe analysed 

127 manuscripts of the late 8th through the twelfth century, identifying 

fifty-seven treutises in the process. ~ithin this daunting mass of material 

she has limited detailed examination to the CO!ltents of the earliest sixty

five manuscripts, those dated ca. 790-1000. A reader inevitably sees 

other possibilities in this material that might be explored -- more of this 

later -- but, it must be conceded that the choice made by the qn~didate 

is reasonaole and makes it possible to deal with the problems posed within 

the scale of a doctoral dissertation. 

The method adopted by Miss Keefe involves the isolation and corttrol of 

many bits of information. By the use of preliminary analysis, representation 

of data on charts and a final summary, she brings this complex material 

under the tight control that makes it possible to present it to the reader 

in acceptable form. On the whole, the charts are well desi~ned: they deliver 

th ·; ir information quickly and clearly. This is not true, however, of the 

first chart (p. 123): Categories of Material Found in MJS. Containing 

Baptismal Tracts. The failure to assign a separate vertical column to each 

manuscript, makes it virtually impossible to focus on the manuscripts them

selves. (Given the development of the thesis, it would have been sufficient 

to present the sixty-five manuscripts mentioned above in this way.) ~he result 

is that, though the categories of material are set out clearly enough, it 

is only with difficulty that one can extract information as to how they 

are grouped in the individual codex. 



('l 'h e:;i:; a pprai:.wl: Bu pt i ~ rn: t l l n:; tru d.ion 2 p. ~?) 

1Lt this point one touches what, to the present reade r, is t he 
1:" 

mou t ucrious li~i t ~tion of the method uued in the di s uc r;ltlon und, i n 

" f a ct, of the dissertation itself: it is almost impossible to gain uccess 

to th e individual codex throucl& Lhe information prc uentcd . ~hese man u

scripts were composed or copied for a purpose; in many cases they were 

probably prepared for an individual. A choice of treati s es was ma de that 

e s tablished the n :..tture of the rcnultint; codex: it might be s een <w a lecnl 

collection or a liturgical one, or it might be seen as the analogue of t he 

bishop's co::t monpl:..t ce books that have been identified in t e nth-ceutury 

England. A cureful reading of the sources in which the different treatis es 

were found makes it possible to identify those codices that are l a ter 

assemblaGes of smaller manuscripts, but it is rarely possible to approach 

the individual codex and grasp its contents. As mentioned above~ the 

candid ·tte chose not to use this method; she chu.se, rather, a sys tem tha t 

makes it pouuiblc to ueal with random information und thuu to exurnine fa r 

more texts than would have been the case if the question were approuched 

from the point of view of the manuscript itself. It means, however, that 

the codex, its users and its possible readers tend to elude us. Perhaps 

a compromise whereby Miss Keefe's method was supplemented by small sample 

of analyses of ind i vidual codices would have been a happier solution. 

It has already been indicated that the presentation of information 

by charts is, on the whole, remarkably successful. The author's litera ry 

style is less effective: there is much repetition and a tendency to 

unnecessarily complex expression. That limitation beine unuerstood, it 

must still be said that the presentation of information, areument and 

conclusion is acceptable. The system of notes and the apparatus generally 

are excellent, as are the typing and the overall appearance of the text. 

In the final chapter of the thesis, Miss Keefe not only sets out he r 

conclusions, but relates them to contemporary scholarship. ~ he shows how 

her study advances our understanding of clerical instruction and, eoi ne 

further, suggests that it provides a useful model for analyses of other s e ts 

of treatises that, thus far, have received little attention. Finally, s he 

sets out lines of future research on the basis of the results presented. 



• · • l'i.'h(~:;i(J ilf.>prn i:;al : Bapti:;mnl l rJG I..l'liCI...i.on , p. ~ ) 

Uith this statement of the value of her disseration, tnis reader 

acrees. 

I recommend that this thesis be accepted in partia l fulfilment of 

the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the Un i versi ty 

of 'l'oronto. 

Michael M. ~heehan 

25 Sept. 1981. 



The copy of the thesis that has on the back of the title page 
was used by MMS. He has made the mark:v on the pages in question 
and the item mentioned will be found opposite this mark. 

lOv omit very. 

65v does this mean An_extract from Isidore's two chapters 1 or does it 

~Two chapters on baptism and chrism extracted from the De ••• 1 

or does it mean something else? 

72v none contains. 

79v The TEXT follows another baptismal commentary (TEXT 57) ••• 

90v that will be discussed below, pp. 331-338. 

9lv In every MS •••• title. meaning unclear. 

lOOv Is cause ££ purpose meant here? 

l03v Is intelligence 2£ education meant here? 

. . • extracts from his works 

152v are to the aims 

Y.V legislative activity 

vvv A contemporary interpretation of Charlemagne's aims • 

158 that baptism be celebrated 

177v Is it not thirty-seven texts? 

183v Restate In contrast. • • type. 

207v That topic ••• number. awkward 

vv the translation is not complete: e.g. item 1. 

216v . It would be uweful if the reader were told that ~harlemagne's 

~uestionnaire is TEXT 14. 

219v ••• was a circular letter . . . 
vv (TEXTS 13, 13 1 22) preumably the second 13 is an error. 

223v From • • . addendum. It might be possible to state this differently: 

what is a legal addendUm? 

236v ••• 38, 39); 

30lv identicalness ? 

358v Should this person be called a copyist? He is composing the manuscript 

if only by choosing the different texts to be used. 

380v Is it correct to say that 'there are only four TEXTS that are glosses 

of ~he rite' or are thefe fonr lists of words with somewhat different 

glosses? 

381 Does this argument hold? After all, to your present knowledge the 

largest survival is __ of tfie least 'useful' TEXT, while there is ~ but 

one copy of no. 55. 
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